Women-positive Games Meetup and Showcase Returns to
Sweden’s Creative Coast
Stockholm, Sweden :: LadyCADE :: 13th of May, 2016 :: IMMEDIATE RELEASE
LadyCADE  an international series of inclusive gaming events in which women in particular
are encouraged to share their passion for games and gamemaking  will return to open
Karlshamn’s Creative Coast Festival for a second year, bringing with it a host of games, and
a safespace meetup.
Festivities begin with a casual gathering at Karlshamn’s Brädspelskaféet on Sunday the 15th
of May, welcoming game players and creators from the local area and far beyond into our
womenfriendly "fika" gathering. There we will showcase 4 diverse games as part of the
LadyCADE Arcade, including a pointandclick exploration of Swedish folklore, a fiendish
puzzle game mounted on a hat, a card game of renaissance prestige, and a
puzzleplatformer inspired by watercolours and the natural world.
LadyCADE will also play host to these games at the Creative Coast Festival itself, as part of
an exhibition of games and digital media at NetPort Science Park on Monday the 16th and
Tuesday the 17th of May. There, festivalgoers can meet the developers and experience
their games firsthand.
Further details of this event and the lineup for LadyCADE Arcade can be found at
www.ladycade.org
, along with presskit materials.

About
LadyCADE is a series of inclusive gaming events, providing friendly and safe spaces in
which women in particular can share their passion for games and gamemaking. It also
serves as a platform for women creators to showcase their games  to fellow gamers,
aspiring developers, and the world at large. LadyCADE is a nonprofit venture run by
Stockholmbased game designer Gemma Thomson, who cohosts its Swedenbased events
along with game developer Anna Jenelius.

Contact Info.
Gemma Thomson, cofounder & events organiser (Englishspeaking)
gemma@ladycade.org
Anna Jenelius, host (Swedish & Englishspeaking)
anna@ladycade.org
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